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HISTORY OF SPACE CAMP TURKEY 

In the 1950’s, Dr. Werner Von Braun and his team of German rocket scientists arrived in the 
United States in order to work for the U.S. Military in Huntsville, Alabama. They were in charge 
of designing, constructing, and testing several different rockets. Although up until this point in his 
career, he had always been forced to work on rockets as weapons for the military – it was 
always his dream to send men to space to peacefully explore the Universe for the betterment of 
mankind. Von Braun’s dream became a reality here in Huntsville, after the founding of NASA 
and the Marshall Spaceflight Center at the Redstone Army Outpost. In 1961 – his team’s work 
sent the first American man to space, Alan Shepard, on top of one of their Mercury Redstone 
Rockets. Later in his career, he became best known as Chief Engineer of the Saturn V rocket, 
which was used to take Apollo Astronauts to the Moon in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s.  

After accomplishing his own dreams of sending a man to space during the Apollo Program - in 
the late 1970’s, one day Dr. Von Braun was walking around Rocket Park at the U.S. Space and 
Rocket Center there in Huntsville, Alabama. While gazing up at the rockets, he thought about 
how many Americans send their kids to all different kinds of sports camps for fun and recreation. 
Then he thought to himself… Why not have camps to excite young minds about math and 
science?  

In 1982, his dream became a reality with the first Space Camp opening in Huntsville, Alabama. 
Some 800 campers graduated from Space Camp that first summer—a great response for such a 
new concept of a camp about space travel and space science. 

The idea of opening a space camp in Turkey was born when Kaya Tuncer was introduced to 
Ismail Akbay at a conference focused on exchanging ideas about technology transfer for the 
industrial park that he owned and operated in Izmir, the Aegean Free Zone. At the conference, 
Mr. Akbay mentioned the idea of Space Camp in America and his desire to see one in his native 
country, Turkey. Mr. Akbay, a Turkish-born scientist at NASA for 31 years, was personally 
selected by Dr. Von Braun to be the lead aerospace engineer for one of the engines on Von 
Braun’s Saturn family of rockets. Later in his career, Ismail Akbay served in various managerial 
capacities during NASA’s Apollo, Skylab, and Apollo-Soyuz projects.  

After meeting and talking with Ismail Akbay, in all of his efforts as a businessman, Kaya Tuncer 
wanted to give the youth of Turkey the opportunity to have a Space Camp in their own country. 
He thought about it and he felt that it would be an appropriate addition to the new Aegean Free 
Zone, a modern, high-tech industrial park, and decided to proceed with the plans of building a 
Space Camp in Turkey.  

On June 12, 2000, Space Camp Turkey was inaugurated with a ceremony that included 
simulator demonstrations. Among the guests of honor were one of the original NASA Mercury 7 
Astronauts, Scott Carpenter and Ismail Akbay himself.  

Attending Space Camp Turkey prepares young people between the ages of 9 and 15 to explore 
their potential as future engineers, astronauts, scientists and educators. Space Camp Turkey 
motivates young people toward higher scholastic achievements in the fields of math and 
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science. Youngsters are exposed to a realistic space environment where they experience hands-
on shuttle mission training, authentic astronaut simulation exercises, learn about the history of 
the space program, and work on space-related computer projects.  

In addition to the original Space Camp in Huntsville, Alabama and ours here in Izmir, Turkey, 
there is also a Space Camp Canada operating in Quebec, Canada.  

Today Space Camp Turkey provides not only the youth of Turkey, but also students from around 
the world, an unforgettable educational experience in a fun-filled atmosphere.  
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